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Preface 
 

English version – 05.07.2017 

Some information may be incorrect or something is missing – it is very difficult to find correct answers 
or information. Documenting is very difficult, too. Sometimes I forget things until I get a reminder from 
my protectors. 

Ruth Heinzelmann, Braunschweig, Website: www.rapunzel-und-die-gehirnzwerge.de 

 

My  protectors  want,  that  there  are  no  Mind  Control  supported  crimes  anymore – 
therefore  it  is  necessary  to  shut  down  Mind  Control  completely.  Everybody  and 
everything  can  be  hacked. 

 

1 My intention is to give help to you, in case that the same happens (or already 
happened) to you or a good friend.  

2 “Computer spies” and people who don’t like injustices are targets like me, but not all 
will get trouble, because this would be too obvious.  

3 At Covert Harassment Conference in Berlin 2015 one of the other victims told me after 
looking at my website: “If I would have known this before, I wouldn’t have jumped out 
of my window in the 2nd floor after two years of harassment”. 

 

4 What has happened? 

5 End of 2013 – after many useless discussions – I asked for help: I sent an email from 
one of my email accounts to another one – people had told me before, that some 
people look at our emails and AOL can be hacked. I asked for a name of a bank 
where hidden money may have been transferred to. 

6 If this would have been successful, my next hacking investigation would have been 
about “how roofers can make price-fixing via internet”. 

7 What happened after this “asking for help”-email is called in the internet electronic 
harassment (or Mind Control), voice-to-skull (V2K) and gangstalking.  

8 What it was and is in fact: Torture – physically and mentally. 

 

  

http://www.rapunzel-und-die-gehirnzwerge.de/
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Targeted Indiviuals – Definitions about victims and offenders 

 

 

13  Targeted means: People from secret services look at your data. 

9 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

11 
 
 
 
 
 

 

12 

People like me 
call 
themselves in 
the internet: 
Targeted 
Individuals 
(TI). 

 

The other 
definitions you 
will not find on 
other websites 
or on 
Facebook, but 
they are 
important, as 
well. 

 

TE is important 
to look at, 
because then 
you know if 
you will be a 
victim, too. 

 

Most of you 
will be TA. 

 

 

14 

 

15 
 
 
 
 
 

 

16 
 

 

17 

Our offenders. 

 

If Tis become 
perps they join 
a network and 
have 
information 
restrictions. 

 

Some Trolls 
are paid. 

 

Truthers exist 
to calm down 
society’s rage 
about injustice. 
Truthers also 
belong to the 
enemy. 
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Who is targeted and why? 
 

 

 

18 

 

19 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

20 

AND: 

 

Any kind of 
computer / 
network 
spying, which 
means lots of 
governments 
are targeted. 

 

 

Guess how 
they behave to 
get their 
position back. 

 

21 Sometimes it 
is difficult to 
differ between 
different types 
of victims, but 
it is possible. 
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What happens if you are a Targeted Individual? 
 

22 They use a technology to torture your mind, your emotions and your body.  

23 Voices talk to you.  

24 Here are some examples and “antidotes”: 

 

Genitale torture 
 

 

25 
 
 
 
 
 

 

26 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

27 

The must cruel 
torture is 
genitale torture 
in combination 
with very bad 
emotions. 

 

Once it was 
done for 40 
minutes 
without any 
break and the 
wish to cut 
myself at that 
place with a 
knife. 

 

From January 
until June 
2014 it was 
done several 
times over 
weeks for 
several hours 
a day, but just 
as “little pings” 
with time in 
between. 
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Overruling your movements 
 

 

28 
 
 
 
 
 

 

29 

 

 
 
 

 

30 
 
 

 

31 

Your intention 
to move can 
be overruled 
suddenly. It is 
dangerous to 
move fast. 

 

Antidotes: 

Move slowly 

Hold your 
hand at the 
banister. 

 

Try as long 
until you are 
successful 

 

Sometimes 
you have to 
postpone your 
work 
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Causing illness symptoms 
 

 

 

32 
 
 
 

 

33 

Lots of illness 
symptoms can 
be caused to 
create fear. 

 

In general it is 
useful to know 
homoeopathy 
or natural 
medicine. 

 

34 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

35 

In summer 
2015 I read in 
our local 
newspaper 
that hospitals 
prepare for 
seven times 
the number of 
emergencies 
within the next 
years – maybe 
it was to 
motivate the 
offenders. 

 

 

What helps, 
too: move a 
little, that the 
transmission to 
your body is 
more difficult. 
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Influencing emotions 
 

 

36 
 
 
 

 

37 
 
 
 

 

38 

Any emotion 
you can 
imagine can 
be caused. 

 

Without Mind 
Control you 
are “just 
there”.  

 

Strong 
emotions in 
daily business 
are artificial. 

 

39 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

40 

The good TIs 
fear to be 
killed by 
depressions – 
it happened 
often in the 
past; my 
protectors told 
me they lost all 
good ones by 
suicide. 

 

One FB friend 
was very 
happy, when I 
posted this 
antidotes. 
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Hearing voices 
 

 

41 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

42 

Lots of 
different 
personalities 
spoke with me, 
sometimes two 
or three people 
taking turns. 

 

For many 
people they 
just use 
computer 
programs – 
one FB victim, 
working for 
NSA until 
approx..2002 
told me. 

 

 

43 
 
 
 

 

44 
 
 
 
 
 

 

45 

 

Just keep it as 
smalltalk as 
much as you 
can.  

 

Some 
information 
may be good, 
but most is 
trying to waste 
your time. 

 

If you ignore it 
in the 
beginning of 
you protection 
phase, they 
cause pain to 
your body. 
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46 
 

The most cruel team causes 
this two dots on your hand  
(5 mm distance)– in my 
opinion it is Germany, but it 
also may be North-Korea, 
because it is in one of Kim 
Jong-Uns propaganda films; 
in fact this team protected me 
from financial loss in a very 
cruel way: 

 

47 My preferred solution – but 
just verbal (somebody posted 
it on his website for me). 
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Gangstalking = stalked by groups of people 
 

 

48 I had lots of 
difficult talks 
with my family, 
with 
colleagues, 
craftsmen and 
dentists. 
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New-physics-weapons 
 

 

 

49 
 

 

 

50 

Destructions in 
my home. 

 

 

Their weapons 
can control 
water, air, fire, 
electric 
equipment, 
computers and 
can 
manipulate 
what you see. 

 

51 I promise it 
since more 
than a half 
year: I will 
make a video 
about my 
experiences 
with invisible 
people in 
several 
languages. I 
have already 
started. 
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Invisibel intruders 
 

 

52 In 2015 I 
noticed, some 
people I 
couldn’t see 
although they 
were around 
me – invisible 
intruders in my 
garden and in 
my house. 
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Logic errors and false actions 
 

 

53 
 
 
 
 
 

 

54 

If they stop 
your logic or 
your memory 
you feel a 
press behind 
your forehead. 

 

In summary it 
is like 
dementia or 
Alzheimer 
desease. 

 

55 This is the 
most difficult 
thing, because 
we are used to 
it – it is part of 
our personality. 
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Who uses this system? 
This is a summary of my experiences – contacts who showed me that they use it – list is not 
complete. 

 

56 
 
 

57 

 

58 

 
59 

According to Kim Jong-Uns Facebook profile: Every country in the world uses “the metric 
system”; 
 

Responsible is the Ministry of the Interior (Putin told in one press conference) 

 

But: Foreign Intelligence Service also use it 

 
Especially in the following countries:  

60 At least one Russian bank 

61 Sports functionaries (maybe influenced by US) 

62 US, German and Australian actors 

63 TV stations (e.g. US, UK, Russia, Germany (e.g. PRO 7)) 

64 In Taiwan (according to a Facebook friend): All large companies 

65 Some churches in Russia 

66 Political activists in the US 

67 Political activists in Russia 

68 English Royal family (maybe in several groups), Swedish Royal Family 

69 UK politicians 

70 US politicians 

71 According to photos in „Verfassungsschutzbericht“: Scientology – a worldwide corporation and 
church, inflitrating other organisations. 
This is what Obama’s White house sent in my Email-Account when I asked them in a Facebook 
live video about Scientology: 

 

At the moment, Putin is afraid of Norway – he told in his Direct Line. 

 

72 At least one Russian internet newspaper 

73 More countries in my brain, e.g.: Japan, France, Italy, Israel, North Corea, Taiwan, Syria, 
Singapore 

74 You cannot distinguish well which group speaks to you. According to which idea you follow, 
these voices speak more often in the head. 
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My protection concept: Protection by good behavior – just do the good things 
in a correct way – as much as you can (keep on trying) 
 

75 This sounds strange, but all my life I knew that bad things happen more ugly to others than 
to me and I had lots of help and good results.  

76 During my harassment I refused to do bad things and after 5 months I was asked via V2K: 
“About which torture are you willing (and brave enough) to write?”  

77 I lought and said: “About all. I don’t feel embarassments.”  

78 This is the concept I worked out for my protection – I posted in Facebook and got some 
good comments – but in general most victims refuse to talk with me, escpecially when I 
wrote: “Please leave your church”.  

79 Other victims have information restrictions. 

80 In general:  

81 Trying to get protection is also some kind of fighting, which means that you also can get 
torture for that “during the time around fighting”, but then help starts. 

82 There is no way to negotiate protection. 
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Step 1: Post your story in the Internet 
 

 

83 This helped 
most. 

 

Step 2: Live ignoring harassment 
 

 

84 Care for your 
stuff and 
people who 
depend on you 
– fulfilling your 
personal 
responsibilities 
helped second 
most. 
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Step 3: Pay for your own health insurance 
 

 

85 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

86 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

87 

I got torture for 
that step for 
some days 
and had to 
enlarge my TI-
story – but this 
step helped 
my sons. 

 

After that I was 
told that I have 
more 
protection now 
than Queen 
Elisabeth II., 
because she 
refused to help 
family 
members 
teasing her. 

 

I did: My sons 
never had a 
chance to 
discover a 
good and 
successful live 
without people 
harassing us. 

 

Step 4: Help other TIs 
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Step 5: Enlarge your story in the Internet 

 

 

88 In the 
beginning 2 
pages/week is 
necessary; 
later I was 
writing less to 
be able to test 
the torture 
(who causes 
what). 

 

Step 6: Leave your church until Mind Control is shut down 
 

 

 

94   After that orientation while driving a car or walking on the street was 
better. 

 

89 
 
 

 
90 
 
 
 
 
 

 

91 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

92 
 
 
 

The problem 
with churches 
is:  

 
The “status” 
and/or the 
wish of the 
leader is 
transferred to 
the members. 

 

If the leader 
does not fight 
against Mind 
Control in 
public – the 
supporters get 
problems with 
Mind Control 
and 
gangstalkers. 

 

The lying 
helpers can 
get cancer, but 
they can 
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95   Muslims asked me via mind Control to found a new Christ church.  

96   If I have full protection, this might be an option, because many people 
are afraid of leaving the church completely. 

 
 

 

93 

recover, if they 
go to church.  

 

My sons 
refused to 
leave the 
church, when I 
told this cancer 
healing for 
lyers to them. 

 

 

 

Step 7: Participate in public meetings 
 

 

  

More steps – assumption and fact 
97 I am sure there will be some more steps. But I will write about it later, when I am sure it works. 

 

98 Assumption: 

- Take all the things you have at other places to your home (there are still things at my 
parents and at my ex-husbands home, because I didn’t had enough space for it – they 
had.) 

99 Fact: 

100 
 
 
101 
 
102 
 
 

- Go to the police and make a report there.  
Once, twice, three-times.  
 
It helped me, but they sent me to a psychiatrist and the youth welfare office came to 
see my sons.  
I had enough knowledge to speak with them and they liked my website with all the 
explanations: 
http://www.rapunzel-und-die-gehirnzwerge.de/english/how-does-mind-control-work/ 
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103 
 
104 

 
 
But: Police does not work (I was told they just start, when lawyers and judges will work 
and they wrote in a newspaper they are not responsible to fight in a war).  
And if you join one of the enemies organisations to have better living conditions, it is 
forbidden to talk to the police (my guess). 

 

105 - Organise/plan money for people depending on you (e.g. children) 

 

Punishments if you fight against crime  
 

106 I don’t have any information restrictions like other victims have, 

107 but it is possible, that they cause strong heart trouble or “you will die feelings” for me: 
 

 

108 I wrote this in 
2015 without 
having contact 
to Russia. 

 

109 Addition: toothache - I don’t know exactly why.  

110 Probably a punishment for the “Nazis in Germany 2017” - video I made some weeks ago.  

111 There was a picture on Jeremy Corbyn’s Facebook profile about that. 

112 Russia showed me in October and December 2017 something which might have been 
interpreted as “toothache”. 

113 One of my German offenders told me in autumn 2016:  

114 

 

115 

“We have to find people from outside, who don’t belong to us and can be blamed for that”. 

But: 

I am sure it is an international “mafia-like”-organisation, which means “outside” doesn’t make 
sense. 
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116 Facebook-Postings can cause destructions, they caused obstructions in my bathroom 
drain in my house 6 times in the last two years – I think they pour something in it. 

 

117 

 

118 
 

 

 

 

119 

Contact to a foreign country can cause additional torture from another Interior Ministry. 

 

I was told that I interfere in Russian internal policy for years (Putin said “non-governmental 
organization” and did something in a video when Mrs. Merkel was there beginning of May) 
 – I don’t know why “for years”, because I live in Germany. I just visited Russia this year for 
the first time. But I contradicted many people here. 

 
 

I have no ideas how politicians are able to work if they have good intentions. 
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Other victims 
 

120 Cliff Huylebroeck – on a website he writes that he was a dutch computer programmer 
working for dutch government.  

121 He was also harassed by his parents, belonging to a religious group where all oldest sons 
had the name Joseph.  

122 He is the only victim with a similar story like me (life-long). 

123 And one of his contacts knows details about my life – more than I do. 

124 But he is a perp now (he wrote it on his website). 

125 His website is: https://www.gangstalking.eu/ 

 

126 

 

Miyoko Goto – her parents are Japanese living in the US. 

127 She also writes as Jane Bauer travelling through Eastern Europe. 

128 Her V2K-perps have connections to my V2K-perps. 

129 She wrote some books about her V2K experiences. 

130 Her website is: http://janebauer.blogspot.de/ 

131 She is also on Facebook as Miyoko Goto. 

 

132 

 

Elena Brobonea – she is a typical TA since 2007; an Italian maths teacher. 

133 She got a big electromagnetic (microwave) shot in her face during a conference with her 
colleagues – nobody else in this conference had trouble. 

134 She retired as a result of her harassment. 

135 This is one of her videos: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGCx_5haJhU&feature=youtu.be 

 

136 

 

Carl Clark – he worked “alongside British secret service”. 

137 His story you can find here: 

 http://www.stopeg.com/doc/CarlClarkInterview.pdf 

 

138 

 

I do NOT recommend victims help organisations. 

139 Other victims are difficult: 

140 When they go public, they are already in a network which gives information restrictions to 
them. 
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My problems with Edward Snowden’s story 
 

141 “Citizenfour” means: A citizen who is set on 4 (= livelong harassement).  

142 They scratched a four in my wallpaper when my harassment started end of 2013. 

143 But: 

4 and 3 are also signs of a higher hierarchy level in two offenders groups. 

144 If you look at Edward Snowden’s  pictures, you notice harassment signs.  

145 And he is a computer spy. 

 

 

146 
 

 

147 
 

 

148 

If somebody looks like this, he/she is 
speaking via V2K.  

 

Some people close their eyes as if they 
sleep. 

 

Black clothes are Russian influence. 

 

149 
 

 

150 

Wild gestures like that are artificially 
controlled. 

 

Brown clothes are Russian influence. 

 

151 
 

 

152 

 

 

153 

He is looking for an advice in a mobile – this 
shows he believes too much in advices. 

 

Grey clothes are Russian influence. 

 

 

I don’t like these kind of activists (woman on 
the right-hand side). They boycott. 

 

154 I analyzed his film “Citizenfour” – this is my result: 

155 This film is a diversionary tactic 

156 Nothing about Mind Control was mentioned although he must know it and he speaks via 
V2K 

157 All situations showing that Edward Snowden is obviously gangstalked he couldn’t assign in 
a correct way.  

158 I am not sure if his way of misunderstanding is a ly or not-knowing the total scope of “New 
World Order” program. 

159 Edward Snowden was showing lots of behavior which prohibit to get good protection against 
Mind Control and Gangstalking:  
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160 Causing stress and fear for others in particular (Hide and Seek with reporters, encrypted 
information, directive advices or questions)  

161 -> this is enemy strategy; he doesn’t listen to the useful voices.  

162 In my opinion he was and is too young to cope with the harassment in a correct way.  

163 And: He lives in Russia now – contact to Russia (and Mr. Putin in particular) causes much 
fear that your own country is infiltrated and will break down caused by financial problems.  

164 I cannot proof who causes this fear – but people controlling photos and films of Mr. Putin 
cause lots of trouble with “redefinitions”. 

My opinion about having contact to Russia 
 

165 
 
 
 
 
 

 

166 
 
 
 
 
 

 

167 
 

 

168 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

169 

At the weekend when 
this toothache 
occurred, I had planned 
to post a warning 
against contact to 
Russia.  

 

I didn’t, because first I 
wasn’t sure what to 
write exactly, then the 
toothache was too 
strong to focus on 
anything. 

 

The posting was 
planned like this: 

 

I couldn’t post it, 
because contact to 
Russia stops heart 
problems – but it is very 
difficult to work. 

And I had fear about a 
sudden heart attack. 

 

 

 

To get answers and 
help from Russia you 
must write and talk 
loudly in Russian. 

?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 

 

????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 

 

170  There were some days it was sufficient to think the name “Putin”  
to get Mind Control trouble. 

 

171  Contact to Russia makes you investigating crimes. 

172  They always advice you to go to a lawyer to start a court case. 

 

173  Contact to Russia makes you speak loudly and laugh much. 

 

174  If you have contact to Russia, the voices start to make a bad  
conscience. I know some people talking like this – they were not  
successful in life. That is the reason why it is easy for me to contradict. 

 

175  When you have contact to Russia, it is difficult to focus on your work. 

176  It is also difficult to write your story. It is like dementia or Alzheimer. 

 

177  I couldn’t rely on my feelings anymore. I think Russia copied them 
and used them in a different way. 
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178  When I started to write this warning, they started the contact to  
Russia again, but with less problems.  

179  Russia has many, many Mind Control organisations and  
        enemies.  

180  I don’t know who causes these problems, but the same  
problems with my brain (not the voices) occurred when I posted at  
World Trade Organisation on Facebook. 

 

 

One example of “redefinition” – brainwashing? 
 

181    In January:  

Cherries and pencils at Russian Christmas with 
Putin –  
I have lots of Cherry-trees in my garden. My 
younger son and me love cherries. 

I was asked to write him with a pencil – before I 
said I will not write him until it is his wish. 

 

182   In March:  

I got this Birthday card from people in Germany – 
cherry flowers 

 

183   In April: 

While flowers were on the cherry trees it was 
that cold, that the flowers died – I will have 
no cherries this year. Days ago, my husband 
looked at other flowers in my garden and I was 
told via Mind Control – they will be destroyed. 

184  After I wrote this story in a preversion,  
I was told Putin’s cherries were related to a song I 
liked when I was a child “Die süßesten Früchte”. 
Another redefinition. 

 

185  My ex-husband redefined all his statements 
about me and our future after 25 years – we got 
divorced then. 
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186   In May: 

When I stopped my contact to Russia I found 
this cap and they caused fear that they will burn 
down my house: 

 

187   In June: 
When Putin hold his “Direct Line” he showed a grey 
cap aggressively when he spoke about cancer and 
a complete village destroyed by fire. 

 

188  In parallel, they showed: 
War now, peace (?) later – why? 

189  Brainwashing or reducing court cases? 

190  People like me cannot understand criminal 
personalities – it is not logic. 

191  The last days there was rain when I started to 
work in my garden – Russia told me to go inside 
and write this. 

 

 

192  This photo from Jeremy Corbyn’s FB profile is 
a confirmation that my fear is with reason. 

193  The clock was used by Donald Trump to warn 
me – but it wasn’t the Trump people, but Russia or 
the members of British Royal family causing a heart 
attack to a family member of me (this family 
member is a member of Trump’s organization) – 
according to Putin’s and Obama’s pictures at that 
time. 

194  At that time the person survived – in 
December it was not an attack for me. 

195  This grey cap may be related to France. 

 

196 In the beginning of my torture, people were just speaking about “two sides” (in the US and in 
influencing Germany).  

197 In autumn 2016 Obama wrote somewhere “there will be a third party: the grey ones”. 

 In December 2016 Putin showed in his Press conference that he uses stalker actions, such as 
whispering. He was asked by one reporter “Do you make tests with your staff?” – I wrote in 
my TI-story that it is easier to cope with this torture, if you judge it as a test. 

198 

 
 
 
 
199 

And: Trump has to follow Merkel. 

This spiral sign has also been used in a Trump video. It should say that the 
perpetrators (who are sometimes officially enemies) alternate in the leadership position. 
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Putin’s role – vice versa? 
 

200 When I wrote my story about my trip to Moskow – people wanted to influence me via Mind 
Control to revise things about Mr. Putin’s reactions. They told me “It is a Mr. Putin revised 
version of your paper”. 

201 In general I refused – I only made one correction, because this was an additional 
assumption about a statement from voices claiming to come from Mr. Trump, which both 
might have been wrong. 

202 Putin claims to have the best defense system, e.g. in St. Petersburg – but Edward Snowden 
still is afraid of getting punished – why?  

I didn’t feel defended in Moskow, either. 

203 Mr. Putin said “Edward Snowden just cares for his own interests and communicates via his 
own channels”. 

204 Russian economy wasn’t successful during the last 20 years; one inflation years ago, rising 
economy after a depression – a lost war? 

 

 

 

 

205  Assad placed this in the internet they day he 
posted photos of his family. I tried to inform Syria 
several times before. It is the way how Mind Control 
users control their victims: 

 

206  After I decided to post this photo into my story: 
Driving to my work today, a policeman showed me, 
that my voices are reduced – German police know 
about my protection. 

207  I don’t tell the truth – I am honest. Today 
it is a horrible difference. 

 

208  If I fail, somebody without any family 
must try to continue. Only by writing his/her 
story and giving it free to public.  
 
209  Somebody on Facebook wrote you get 
trouble in a foreign country if you write about a 
crime in your country to them – I wrote about 
protection, but also about being TI. 
 
210  No direct contact (nor looking at photos) 
to any polititian or foreign country. No 
travelling and not learning a foreign language 
–  I will ignore that, because it is just a “one-
country-protection”  

I work on “world-
citizen-protection”. 

 

211  Everybody who 
helps our offenders 
causes financial 
damages to his/her 
country and family and 
other people. 

 

212  I was told I will be more than 100 years 
old – I am very curious about that. I am 50 
years now – born in 1967. 

 

213  My childhood is known by: Trump, Queen 
Elisabeth, Putin and some Whistleblowers 
(they had much fear to show me). 

 


